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So you're curious to know what frightful films and devilish discs will soon be available to view

in the privacy of your own dungeon?

Well look no further,  Fango Fiends!  Below you'll find the latest  incarnation of  the Famous

FANGORIA CHOPPING LIST - your one-stop shop for all the ghoulish goodies available soon

to haunt your home. Most titles listed will be available on DVD, with Blu-ray titles denoted with

(BD).

Please note: Dates are tentative and subject to change.

Distributors,  Filmmakers,  and Studios:  Please send your Press Releases and Updates to

news@fangoria.com

**Some Product Descriptions provided by Amazon.com

OCTOBER 13

ANGELS VS. DEMONS: FACT OR FICTION?

The Vatican has condemned it. Readers around the world love it. And now we

separate the fact from the fiction in Dan Brown’s controversial bestseller Angels

& Demons. We examine the cutting-edge science of anti-matter and question the

historical accuracy of theology, conspiracies, symbolism and cults as described by

the  The  Da  Vinci  Code  author.  Includes bonus  feature:  Mystery  of  the  Lost

Catacombs
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THE CRAFT (BD)

Sarah  has always been  different.  So  as  the  new girl  at  St.  Benedict's  Academy,  she

immediately falls in with the high school outsiders. But these girls won't settle for being

powerless misfits. They have discovered The Craft, and they are going to use it.

DRAG ME TO HELL (DVD & BD)

Christine  Brown (Alison Lohman)  is on her way to  having  it  all:  a

devoted boyfriend (Justin Long), a hard-earned job promotion, and a bright future. But

when she’s forced to make a tough decision that evicts an elderly woman from her house,

Christine becomes the victim of an evil curse. Now she has only three days to dissuade a

dark  spirit  from stealing  her  soul  before  she  is  dragged  to  hell  for  an  eternity  of

unthinkable torment. Director Sam Raimi (Spider-Man and The Evil Dead Trilogy) returns

to the horror genre with a vengeance in the film that critics rave is “the most crazy, fun

and terrifying horror movie in years!” (Owen Gleiberman, Entertainment Weekly)

GNAW

It s nice to have your friends for dinner...

According to official statistics, more than 210,000 missing persons reports are filed every

year. Some cases are never solved.

Now six friends head off to a country estate for a weekend of bonding, bed hopping and

home-cooked feasts. But their good times go very bad when they encounter a clan of

slaughter-happy psychopaths with expert skills in butchery and a ravenous hunger for teen-meat pies. What

follows is a brutal battle for survival, complete with shocking carnage, killer twists, and graphic reasons to

avoid UK cuisine forever. It s THE TEXAS CHAIN SAW MASSACRE in the English countryside in this grisly debut

from director Gregory Mandry that walks a knife s edge between tongue-in-cheek humor and teeth-in-flesh

terror. Bring a strong stomach and a hearty appetite: British horror is back with a vengeance!

HARDWARE (1990; DVD & BD)

At the time FANGORIA called it "The Best Sci-Fi Horror Film Of The Year!"

REMASTERED IN STUNNING HIGH DEFINITION FROM ORIGINAL VAULT MATERIALS!

It was the movie that stunned audiences, shocked the MPAA and marked the debut of one

of the most uncompromising filmmakers in modern horror. Golden Globe® winner Dylan

McDermott (The Practice,  Dark Blue)  stars as a post-apocalyptic scavenger who brings

home a battered cyborg skull for his metal-sculptor girlfriend. But this steel scrap contains the brain of the

M.A.R.K. 13, the military's most ferocious bio-mechancial combat droid. It is cunning, cruel, and knows how to

reassemble itself. Tonight, it is reborn...and no flesh shall be spared. Stacey Travis (GHOSTWORLD) co-stars -

along with appearances by Iggy Pop, Lemmy of Motörhead and music by Ministry and Public Image Ltd. - in the

kick-ass  sci-fi  thriller  from  Richard  Stanley  (DUST  DEVIL)  that  Fangoria  calls  "gritty,  trippy  and

frightnening...HARDWARE is one of the best horror movies you've never seen!"

Totally Uncut, Uncensored And On DVD For The First Time Ever!

THE HAUNTED AIRMAN

Flight Lieutenant Jugg (Twilight's Robert Pattinson), confined to a wheelchair after being

wounded in action, arrives at a remote mansion in Wales to recuperate. Suffering from

terrible nightmares and visions, he suspects the methods of his psychiatrist, Dr. Hal Burns

(Julian Sands). His beautiful aunt, Julia (Rachael Stirling) seems to be the only person he

can trust – until circumstances make him doubt even her intentions. Based on the novel

“The Haunting of Toby Jugg” by Dennis Wheatley.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ME - STARZ/ANCHOR BAY

Welcome  to  upscale  Crawford  Academy,  where  everyone  –  especially  new

student Ginny (Melissa Sue Anderson of  LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE) –

wants to be part  of  the school’s  most  popular  clique.  But  now  somebody has

begun butchering the group’s members. Could a deadly accident from Ginny’s past

be connected to the brutal killings? And as her  18th birthday approaches,  will

Ginny  be  the  guest  of  honor  at  the  most  horrific  party  of  all?  Matt  Craven

(DISTURBIA), Lawrence Dane (SCANNERS) and Hollywood legend Glenn Ford (THE BLACKBOARD

JUNGLE, 3:10 TO YUMA) co-star in this twisted slasher shocker from Oscar®-nominated director J.

Lee Thompson (THE GUNS OF NAVARONE) that features – as its infamous poster promised – “six

CHOPPING LIST: 06/30/2009

CHOPPING LIST: 06/23/2009

LATEST HORROR FILM NEWS:

Exclusive Clip, Contest for LAW ABIDING CITIZEN!

Mandalay Pictures grabs Hill’s HORNS

Neil Marshall to BURST out in 3-D for Lionsgate

BOX OFFICE REPORT: OCTOBER 9-11 2009

War of the SAVAGE sasquatch?

Huge box-office ACTIVITY this weekend

Get Ready for a FRIGHT with Fango's next LIVE Prop

Auction!

Whedon’s CABIN moves ahead a year…into the third

dimension

PREDATORS cast fills up!

BOX OFFICE REPORT: OCTOBER 2-4 2009

LATEST GHASTLY REVIEWS:

iMURDERS (DVD Review)

HELLBOUND HEARTS (Book Review)

SEVENTH MOON (DVD Review)

WRONG TURN 2: DEAD END (Blu-ray Review)

Rapid Fire: TRICK 'R TREAT, THE CHILDREN, THE

SHORTCUT

THE EXTRA (Advance Book Review)

TV Reviews: THE VAMPIRE DIARIES 1.04 & 1.05: “Family

Ties” and “You’re Undead to Me”

SATANIC PANIC (DVD Review)

STAUNTON HILL (DVD Review)

AUDITION: Collector’s Edition (DVD Review)

Home Video Company Links

A.D. Vision

Allumination

Alpha

Anchor Bay

Anime 18

Anthem

Asylum

Ban 1 Productions

Barrel Ent.

BCI Eclipse

FANGORIA NETWORK
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of the most bizarre murders you will ever see!”

HOW TO BE A SERIAL KILLER

HOW  TO  BE  A  SERIAL  KILLER  pokes  fun  at  the  self-help  literature  industry  and

motivational speakers in general. There are so many ways to get off track while pursuing

the perfect life, and an even greater number of pop-psychologists and gurus out there to

lead the masses astray. Mike Wilson has found the perfect method of getting your life

back on  track  and  achieving  a meaningful  existence.  Mike  teaches his  method  in  an

exciting seminar series: How To Be A Serial Killer. Mike tells all of his students: You have

what it takes, you just have to pull the trigger on the life you deserve. Students rave

about Mike's depth of knowledge on the subject of serial killing and his endless enthusiasm and zest for life.

One student described Mike as a tasty smoothie made from a little bit of Charles Manson, some Tony Robbins,

and a sprinkle  of  the messianic charisma of  Jesus.  Mike administers his first one-on-one tutorial when he

recruits a lost soul named Bart to be his pupil in the art of serial killing. Mike's 10-lesson program includes

weaponry, corpse disposal, keeping things from loved ones, and many other pearls. As Mike begins to teach

Bart more and more about the ways of successful serial killing, it becomes more and more difficult to hide the

truth from his girlfriend Abigail (Laura Regan. And when she does inevitably find out, Mike's life as serial killer

gets thrown for a serious loop. Now, devastated by the loss of the love of his life, and with the cops on his tail

for the first time in his life, Mike and Bart retreat to Mike's desert hideout to make preparations for their

escape to Mexico. But when a local sheriff's department interrupts their preparations, all hell breaks loose,

and Mike must learn a lesson of his own: how to deal with police standoffs and full-scale gunfights.

THE HUNGER - THE COMPLETE SECOND SEASON

David Bowie hosts the second season of this spine-tingling horror anthology series from

Executive Producers Tony and Ridley Scott, which features a phenomenal cast of familiar

faces (including Giovanni Ribisi, Lori Petty, Jennifer Beals, Eric Roberts, Cathy Moriarty,

Brad Dourif, Anthony Michael Hall and William Katt) as you’ve never seen them before.

Inspired by leading genre writers, each episode will draw you into a mesmerizing world of

terrifying characters and erotic encounters, where demons feed on the weakness of men

and temptation consumes reason.

IMURDERS

When the participants of an internet chat room are brutally murdered in succession, one

person's past holds the key to the gruesome mystery.

INFESTATION

Directed by Kyle Rankin (PROJECT GREENLIGHT), a young man (Chris

Marquette)  wakes  up  in  his  office  to  find  the  world  overrun  by

oversized insects and joins a small group of survivors to defeat the invaders

KILLER MOVIE (BD)

A reality television shoot that goes terrifyingly awry when its crew

becomes stranded in a remote Northern town. A killer is on the loose, stalking cast and

crew one by one.

LEFT BANK

In  this  graphically  shocking  and  internationally  acclaimed  debut  feature  by  Belgian

writer/director Peter Van Hees, Eline Kuppens stars as a dedicated professional runner

sidelined  by  an  infection.  But  when  she  impulsively  decides  to  move  into  her  new

boyfriend s high-rise apartment on the outskirts of Antwerp, she will discover that his

perfect home may hold strange powers and even darker secrets:  Their sexual passion

becomes extreme. Her body undergoes bizarre changes. The previous tenant disappeared

under mysterious circumstances. And deep within the building s dark basement lurks an

ancient evil that waits to be reborn. Welcome to a neighborhood where obsession meets madness, history is

written in blood, and modern horror is alive and well in a place called LEFT BANK.

LOVED ONES

Gus, a Seattle undercover cop, whose friend goes missing, is forced to track down this

Coven of Vampires.

Serbia, the leader of the Vampires, has come up with the cure for the blood lust. This

does not sit well with some in his Coven for they like the old ways of the hunt, and they

are  thinking  about  replacing  Serbia.  Tim Gardner,  a  struggling  artist,  is  tired  of  his

Black Cat Cinema
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meteoric rise to fame and longs to find his true place in the world. Once he is bitten, he

finds himself on the fast track to lead this broken Vampire Coven. Three men on a collision course with man

kind hanging in the Balance; the battle begins and blood will flow.

MANEATER SERIES: TRIPLE-FEATURE

Blood  Monkey:  When  six  American  grad  students  set  up  camp  in  an  African  jungle

clearing,  they soon become witness to  the carnage inflicted by a strange and remote

species of chimps. The students want out, but they’re merely pawns in a terrifying game

with  nature.  Maneater:  When  a  dismembered  body  is  found  in  the  Appalachian

Mountains, county Sheriff Grady (Gary Busey) is shocked to discover that the predator is

a six-hundred pound Bengal tiger. Now it’s loose – and there’s no man with the skill or

courage to take it down. Spider's Web: When a team of backpackers set out to explore a village in the Indian

jungle, one of them is bitten by a poisonous spider and killed. The team soon discovers that they are not

alone and are the next victims in a venomous ritual in which crawling spiders feast on corpses.

MIDNIGHT MOVIE (BD)

A midnight showing of an early 1970's horror movie turns to chaos when the Killer from

the movie comes out of the film to attack those in the theater.

THE OBJECTIVE

The  New  Nightmare  from  the  Co-Creator  of  THE  BLAIR  WITCH

PROJECT

Afghanistan, November 2001: Two months after 9/11, a CIA operative leads a hardcore

U.S.  Special Forces squad on  a classified  mission  deep into  harsh  and hostile  Taliban

territory. Their objective is to locate a Muslim cleric with possible ties to a deadly cache

of WMDs.  But what they instead discover is a phenomenon beyond anything known to

man. You cannot fight what isn t there. You cannot kill what doesn t live. And in a land ravaged by war and

ruled by superstition, who or what is the ultimate enemy? Jonas Ball, Matt Anderson, Michael C. Williams, Jon

Huertas, Jeff Prewett and Sam Hunter star in this new mind-blower of a thriller from director Daniel Myrick,

co-creator of THE BLAIR WITCH PROJECT.

ORAL FIXATION

Rachel Marks is obsessed with her dentist.  When he refuses to keep treating her,  her

fragile  psyche cracks and she  sets out to  make herself  part of  his life  by any means

neccessary.

THE STEPFATHER

Jerry Blake (Terry O Quinn, Lost) is a man obsessed with having the

perfect American  Dream  life:  including the  house  with the white  picket fence in  the

suburbs, an adoring wife and loving children. He believes he has found it when he marries

Susan  Maine  and becomes the  stepfather to  her 16-year-old  daughter,  Stephanie.  But

Stephanie gets an uneasy feeling when she is around Jerry with his Father  Knows Best

attitude: she can see that there is a darker side behind his cheerful exterior. Could she

just be going through the typical teenager rebellion against her new stepfather, or is he

actually the same man who brutally murdered his family just one year earlier?

KONG: RETURN TO THE JUNGLE

Kong hits the big screen in this creature feature! Years later, Jason and his friend Eric are

living  in  New  York  City  when  the  great  adventurer  and  philanthropist  Hunter  Stag

announces plans to fill his new enormous zoo with fantastical creatures. Jason and Eric

helicopter to Kong Island to protect Kong and the other inhabitants, confident that with

the island's high-tech radar devices, no one could follow them...but they're wrong.

Hart Sharp

HBO

Heretic
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OCTOBER 20

BLOOD: THE LAST VAMPIRE

The deadliest assassin to stand the test of time. From a Producer of Hero and Crouching

Tiger,  Hidden  Dragon  comes Blood:  The  Last  Vampire,  based on  the  cult hit  anime

series. Demons have infested Earth. And only one warrior stands between the dark and

the light:  Saya,  a half-human, half-vampire samurai who preys on those who feast on

human blood.  Joining forces with  the  shadowy society known as the Council,  Saya is

dispatched to an American military base, where an intense series of swordfights leads her

to the deadliest vampire of all. And now after 400 years, Saya's greatest hunt is about to begin.

BLOOD+ Part 2

A young girl named Saya combats vicious, shape-shifting demons in Okinawa, 2005.

BLOOD TIES

A group of graduate students from Hollow's Pointe University write a

thesis paper giving their theory of the unsolved campus murders of

20 years ago. A conspiracy is uncovered and the students are now in

danger. When the students begin to dig deeper,  what they find shocks everyone.  The

conspiracy goes far beyond what anyone had anticipated and one by one the students

disappear as they try to stay one step ahead of those who must keep them silent.

THE WILLIAM CASTLE FILM COLLECTION

Iconic horror  director William Castle  created a simple,  but winning formula for  his

films: a little comedy, a lot of scares, a preposterous gimmick, and a clear sense that

fright films should be fun. This even meant Castle would, like Hitchcock, appear in his

trailers and even  the  movies  themselves.  Though his  career spanned 35 years and

included everything from westerns to crime thrillers, he'll always be remembered for

his horror films from the late 50s to the mid-60s. And now Sony presents all eight of his

Columbia features - three making their DVD debut, the rest newly-remastered - in one

"spook-tac-ular"  collection.  And as a bonus,  it  includes the award-winning feature-

length documentary, Spine Tingler! The William Castle Story.

DIRTBAGS: EVIL NEVER FELT SO GOOD

Take a glimpse into an alternate universe where humans are deemed inherently evil. 

This is far more than a re-make.  The entire script has been revamped.

The movie that was shot in 2002 set out to discover just how complex a plot could be

before it's perceived as being "without plot."  In the  new version the central story is

very clear, and the subplots are even more intricate.  However,  the  web of subplots

is subtle, so if you cannot fully comprehend the underlying twists, it won't ruin your

enjoyment  of  the  story.  Of  course,  the  more  astute  viewers  will  find  the  added

textures to be intoxicating.

Tekla Vassie, from "Metalheads (2008)" returns in Dirtbags and shows that she truly can play ANY character.  In

Bill Zebub's words, "Tekla is a director's dream come true."

ISLE OF THE SNAKE PEOPLE

The  inhabitants  of  a  small,  remote  island  have  been  practicing  voodoo  rites  and

worshipping  an  evil  priest  named  Damballah  for  years,  but  the  local  law officials

generally turn a blind eye to this death cult's bizarre activities. Captain Labesch arrives

from the mainland, determined to crack down on the island's lawlessness and clean up

the ineffectual,  hard-drinking police  force.  He appeals for  assistance from wealthy

plantation tycoon Carl Van Molder, who owns nearly half  of  the island and wields a

great  deal  of  influence  over  the  population.  Van  Molder  has  made  the  study  of

parapsychology his life's work and believes in the secret powers of the mind. He warns

Labesch  not  to  interfere  with  this  forgotten  island's  ancient  ways.  Also  visiting  is  Van  Molder's  niece,

Annabella, a temperance crusader who wants her uncle to help fund the International Anti-Saloon League.

She falls in love with handsome police lieutenant Andrew Wilhelm, despite his fondness for rum. Meanwhile,

beautiful native girls are being transformed into zombies, and a sinister snake dancer named Kalea leads them

to attack and devour any meddling policemen who get too close to their unholy rituals. When Annabella is

kidnapped and prepared to be the cult's latest human sacrifice, Labesch and Wilhelm have to infiltrate their

ranks to save her, and they finally learn the secret identity of the all-powerful Damballah.

Phoenix

Plotdigger Films

Polychrome Pictures

POPcinema

Razor Digital

Retromedia

Right Stuf

Rivercoast

Scavenger Films

Screen Media

Secret Key

Severin Films

Shadow Creek

S'more

Singa

Sony Pictures

Sovereign

SRS Cinema

Starz

Subversive Cinema

Synapse Films

TLA

Tai Seng

Tartan

Tempe
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ThinkFilm

Toetag

Touchstone
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Urban Vision
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LAST OF THE LIVING

After a deadly virus has turned humankind into flesh-eating zombies, slackers

Morgan, Ash, and Johnny spend their days lounging in their skivvies, drifting

from one vacant house to another. When the three stumble upon a hot girl

who may have a cure for the outbreak, the three decide it's finally time to

step up to the plate and save the world - and the girl. Zomedy fans will unite

for this campy, "breakneck zombie film that injects a high dose of hilarity!"

(Revenant Magazine)

MOON CHILD

A  young  artists spends the  night at  a  mysterious  inn,  where  he  meets  a  group of

strange,  sullen  people,  among  them the  innkeeper's  beautiful  daughter.  What  he

doesn't  know is  that  he  has  wandered  into  a kind  of  spiritual  void,  and  the  inn's

residents are engaging in a battle over his soul.

100 FEET

After Marnie Watson kills her abusive husband in self-defense,

she is condemned to house arrest... only to discover that the house is possessed by the

enraged and violent spirit of her dead husband.

P

While  growing  up  in  rural  Thailand,  a  young  and  beautiful

orphan girl is taught the mysterious art of  dark magic by her

grandmother. When her grandmother falls sick, young Dau travels to Bangkok looking

for work in order to earn enough money for medicine. She lands a job as an exotic

dancer  at  a  go-go  club.  Hesitant  at  first  and  ridiculed  by  the  other  dancers,

circumstances force Dau to become an adult before her time and ultimately becomes

the most popular and eerily seductive dancer at the club. Jealousies ensue and as her

magic gets darker, the young girl gradually loses control as something abhorrently evil

and wicked takes over.

RAVAGE THE SCREAM QUEEN

Two men find a DVDr and discover that it is a snuff film.  As they debate whether or

not the footage is authentic, one of them becomes inspired to make his own movie. 

They have an endless supply of victims - desperate actresses who will answer any ad,

no matter how suspicious.

Starring Bob "Hands Off" Arian and Steve Nebesni as the villains, and an impressive cast

of  actresses:  Rachel Bulisky,  Heather Forte,  Elena Kagan, Sativa Verte,  Kathy Rice,

Jordana Leigh, Nikki Sebastian, Elyse Cheri, Kerri Taylor, and many more!

SATAN'S SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

A young woman investigating her sister's suicide at a private girls' school finds herself

battling a satanic cult.

UNINVITED

A bunch of young people are invited to a Caribbean cruise on a

gangster's yacht,  to  distract the attention  of  the authorities.

Unfortunately,  a  mutant  cat  which  escaped  from  a  test

laboratory also gets on board, and kills most of the passengers.

THE WHISTLER

When a no-good band of thugs enters a small town to unleash

their  terror,  nothing  could  prepare  them for  the  wrath  a  gentle  giant  inflicts,

defending the honor of his one true love to the end of his life, and beyond.

After  their grisly  murders,  a lumberjack and his lover return a year later  to  enact

deadly vengeance on those responsible. Soon, the members of a notorious inner city

gang begin to die violently by the hands of  an axe-wielding vigilante known as The

Whistler. These brutal deaths land detective Kyle Rico and forensics investigator Jacy

Hall hot on The Whistler's trail. But nothing is as it seems and the closer that they get to the truth, secrets are

revealed that lead to an ultimate death struggle of ghostly proportions.

VCI

Video Kart

Vivendi Visual Ent.

Warner

Well Go USA

Westlake

Wild East

Wild Eye

Wolfe

Xenon

York

Zeitgeist
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OCTOBER 27

THE ASPHYX

BLACK DEVIL DOLL

BLOOD NIGHT: THE LEGEND OF MARY HATCHET

BORN OF FIRE

BREAKING NIKKI

THE BUTCHER

DEAD AIR

DEADLANDS 2: TRAPPED

EVIL FACE

FEAR(S) OF THE DARK

GOD'S LEFT HAND, DEVIL'S RIGHT HAND

GRAVEYARD DISTURBANCE

I BOUGHT A VAMPIRE MOTORCYCLE

I CAN SEE YOU

THE LIVING DEAD AT MANCHESTER MORGUE

MESSIAH OF EVIL: THE SECOND COMING

LATE FEE

NIGHT OF DEATH

NIGHT OF THE CREEPS (DVD & BLU-RAY)

ORPHAN

STAN HELSING

SAUNA

X-CROSS

NOVEMBER 3

BEAST WITHIN

BLEACH: UNCUT BOX SET SEASON 4, PART 1: THE BOUNTY

BLOODY BEACH

CONTAGIO

COPYCAT (KEEPCASE)

DARK MIRROR

DEATH OF EVIL

DREAMCATCHER (KEEPCASE)

EIGHT LEGGED FREAKS (KEEPCASE)

THE EXORCIST II: HERETIC (KEEPCASE)

THE GHOST OF GREVILLE LODGE

GOTHIKA (KEEPCASE)

GRAVESTONED

GRINDHOUSE DOUBLE-FEATURE: THE FOREST HAS EYES

HOUSE OF WAX

JUST CAUSE (KEEPCASE)

THE LEGEND OF VIPER HILL

LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS (KEEPCASE)

MUTANTS

NIGHT WATCHER

SAND SERPENTS

SHOCK X-TREME 4 PACK

STRAGGLERS

TCM GREATEST CLASSIC FILMS COLLECTION: HITCHCOCK THRILLERS (SUSPICION, STRANGERS ON A TRAIN, THE

WRONG MAN, I CONFESS)

THEM! (KEEPCASE)

VAMPIRE CONSIPRACY

VAMPIRO

NOVEMBER 10

DESPERATE HOURS

DEVIL GIRL

THE ECHO

HURT

INTRUDER

JACOB TWO TWO & HOODED FANG

KI-GAI

LIVESTOCK

NEAR DARK (BD)

NEW MERI: BOOK OF THE NEW SPAWN

SUMMER'S MOON

XAVIER: RENEGADE ANGEL SEASONS 1 & 2

NOVEMBER 17
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BASEMENT JACK

CALL OF THE HUNTER

CANYON

EVILUTION

PENANCE

RITUALS

TAINTLIGHT

THANKSKILLING

VAMPIRE PARTY

NOVEMBER 24

ALLURE

ANGELS & DEMONS: DECODED

BLOOD: THE LAST VAMPIRE (ANIMATED, BD)

CARNY

CUJO (BD)

THE CURSE OF THE CRYING WOMAN

DEVILMAN

THE FIEND

GODKILLER: WALK AMONG US #2

HOUSE OF FEARS

HOUSE ON SORORITY ROW

HUNCHBACK OF THE MORGUE

THE MONSTER SQUAD (BD)

MY BLOODY VALENTINE (1981, BD)

REBORN

VENGEANCE TRILOGY

THE WITCHES' HAMMER

DECEMBER 1

DEADER COUNTRY

DEADLINE

EVIL DEAD

HAIR EXTENTIONS

KNIFE OF ICE

LITTLE RED DEVIL

POKER RUN

SILENT NIGHT, DEADLY NIGHT COMPILATION

SINS OF THE FATHER

TERMINATOR: SALVATION

DECEMBER 8

ALPHABET KILLER (BD)

BEHIND THE MASK (BD)

CUIDADO CON EL ANGEL

GOZU

HOUSE OF THE DEVIL

LOST TREASURE OF THE GRAND CANYON

RED MIST (BD)

WALLED IN (BD)

WHILE SHE WAS OUT (BD)

DECEMBER 15

BEYOND REMEDY

CRISS ANGEL: COLLECTOR'S EDITION BOX SET

EUGENE

MENTAL SCARS

PSYCHO WARD

THE SHERLOCK HOLMES COLLECTION

DECEMBER 22

GHOST MACHINE (BD)

KAZZU UMEZZ' HORROR THEATRE

PANDORUM (DVD & BD)

SHATTERED LIVES

DECEMBER 29

BLOOD PLEDGE

HANSEL AND GRETEL

LESBIAN VAMPIRE KILLERS
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VERSUS (3-DISC, BD)

JANUARY 1, 2010

NUNS OF SAINT ARCHANGEL

WHITEOUT
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